General Economic History: Western Europe

**CRN:** 11623  
**Course Number:** 580  
**Department (unused):** ECON  
**Description:**
A survey of some major events and issues in the economic development of Western Europe during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, stressing the causes, nature, and consequences of the industrial revolution in Britain and on the Continent, and the implications of the historical record for modern conceptions of economic growth.

**Instructor Name (manual entry):** Timothy Guinnane  
**Instructor(s):** Timothy Guinnane  
**Subject Code (deprecated):** ECON  
**Subject Number (unused):** ECON580  
**Meeting Pattern (deprecated):** TTh 9.00-10.20  
**Term Code:** 202003  
**Session (deprecated):** 01  
**Syllabus Link:** https://yale.instructure.com/courses/59073/assignments/syllabus

**Source URL:** [https://economics.yale.edu/graduate/courses/580/202003](https://economics.yale.edu/graduate/courses/580/202003)